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As organizations increasingly use artificial intelligence (AI) technologies to improve their operations
[1] and as we see the emergence of novel forms of
human-AI hybrids [2], we need new management
theories, frameworks, and methodologies that can
help us get at the relationship between AI, organizing, and management [3]. AI-based agents often rely
on complex internal processing and their behavior is
less predictable than that of the types of IT artifacts
we are used to dealing with [4]. Consequently, any
theorizing about the role of AI for organizing and
management needs to attend to the material properties of AI-based systems [5].
We contend that information systems, computer
science, and related fields have a two-pronged role in
this context as both explanatory and predictive sciences and prescriptive sciences [6]. First, in the spirit
of explanatory and predictive science, they can contribute to our understanding of how AI systems revamp organizational structures and require novel
management strategies. Second, in the spirit of prescriptive science, both academic and industry researchers can design interventions that help organizations develop strategies intended to facilitate the
management of AI or that are based on AI. Such
strategies are likely to be based on prescriptive
knowledge that spells out how to implement AI solutions in a way that considers organizational factors.
The two prongs of explanation/prediction and
prescription are reflected in the papers that were
submitted to this track, which cover a range of methodological perspectives, ranging from explanation to
design.
Four papers will be presented, each addressing
different aspects of AI, organizing, and management.
The first paper, “Innovating with Artificial Intelligence: Capturing the Generative Functional Capabilities of Deep Generative Learning” [7], identifies a set
of functional capabilities of Deep Generative Learn-
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ing (DGL) to generate outputs, and the authors discuss DGL’s potential for innovation. The second paper, “Computer, Whom Should I Hire?—Acceptance
Criteria for the Usage of Artificial Intelligence in the
Recruitment Process” [8], identifies factors that influence AI acceptance in the context of the recruitment process. The third paper, “Opening the Black
Box of Music Royalties with the Help of Hybrid Intelligence” [9], proposes design requirements for hybrid intelligence systems in the music industry. The
authors use a design science research approach to
present a prototypical instantiation. Finally, the
fourth paper, “Can AI Become a State Servant? A
Case Study of an Intelligent Chatbot Implementation
in a Scandinavian Public Service” [10], describes and
analyzes a chatbot in the customer center of a public
service entity. The authors highlight how the implementation affected job characteristics such as skill
variety, autonomy, and feedback.
These articles provide a taste of the varied implications of AI for organizing and management—
addressing algorithmic capabilities, techniques of
designing AI systems for particular organizational
contexts, and, more broadly, the ways that AI-based
systems change the nature of work.
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